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-The BLACKPaper-
The Next-Generation Social Music dApplication, 

Audio NFT Marketplace & Music Advocacy Platform. 
An innovative DAO powered by DAODAO.io  

ABSTRACT 

WAVpoolX was created to empower innovation in the audio creation market.  
Enabling audio creators with not only a vehicle and toolset to empower their 
supporters, but also by reinvigorating the relationships at the intersection of fan, 
investor & creator.  

By immersing into one of the many metaverses, WAVpoolX can extend from the 
Web2 to Web3 model of community collaboration and incentivize creators, fans 
& investors to interact daily. 

Our WAVPoolX drop-in audio/visual dApp for Web, Mobile & Metaverse will 
feature a premiere platform, enabling social tipping & NFT monetization features 
of the DeSo blockchain. This means artist’s music & creative audio can be 
monetized via tips per stream or by the sales of music NFTs tied to utility & 
endless opportunities supporting the creator directly on-chain. 

As a Decentralized Autonomous Organization, WAVpoolXDAO will offer a DAO 
coin representing the tool for Music Advocates to govern the path of 
Advancement, Acquisition & Promotion of independent audio creators. This will 
include IRL & metaverse special events, marketing and continuous dApp 
development. 

The “SmartCharts” analytics tool by DeSoNinja will allow for revolutionary 
metadata collection & reporting for the “SmartCharts 500”, an OpenProsper list 
featuring the top Music & Audio NFT creators by Likes, Diamonds, Comments and 
NFT sales categories. Bonus Rewards, Coin Offerings and NFTs can be awarded to 
chart toppers on a continuous basis based on an auditable & secure trustless 
ledger. 
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT 

Nothing in this BLACKpaper is, or should be relied on as, a promise or 
representation as to the future. This BLACKpaper presentation contains forward-
looking statements, which reflect the views of the WAVpoolXDAO with respect to, 
among other things, the WAVpoolXDAO operations. The reader can identify these 
forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “believe”, “expect”, 
“potential”, “continue”, “may”, “will”, “can”, “could”, “should”, “seek”, 
“approximately”, “predict”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate”, “anticipate” or other 
comparable words. These forward-looking statements are subject to various risks, 
uncertainties, and assumptions. Accordingly, there are or will be important 
factors that could cause actual outcomes or results to differ materially from those 
indicated in these statements.  

Should any assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements contained in 
the BLACKpaper prove to be incorrect, the actual outcome or results may differ 
materially from outcomes or results projected in these statements. None of the 
Company or any of their respective affiliates undertakes any obligation to update 
or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, 
future developments or otherwise, except as required by applicable law or 
regulation. Certain information set forth in this presentation contains “forward-
looking information”, including “future-oriented financial information” and 
“financial outlook”, under applicable securities laws (collectively referred to 
herein as forward-looking statements).  

Except for statements of historical fact, the information contained herein 
constitutes forward-looking statements and includes, but is not limited to, the (i) 
projected financial performance of WAVpoolXDAO; (ii) completion of, and the use 
of proceeds from, the sale of the shares being offered hereunder; (iii) the 
expected development of WAVpoolX's business, projects, and joint ventures; (iv) 
execution of WAVpoolXDAO's vision and growth strategy, including with respect 
to future financial activities and global growth; (v) sources and availability of 
third-party financing for the WAVpoolXDAO’s projects; (vi) completion of the 
WAVpoolXDAO's projects that are currently underway, in development or 
otherwise under consideration; (vi) renewal of the WAVpoolXDAO's current 
customer, supplier and other material agreements; and (vii) future liquidity, 
working capital, and capital requirements.
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Forward-looking statements are provided to allow the reader the opportunity to 
understand WAVpoolXDAO’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that 
they may use such beliefs and opinions for information purposes. These 
statements are not guarantees of future performance, and undue reliance 
should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily 
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual 
performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any 
projections of future performance or result expressed or implied by such 
forward-looking statements.  

Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based 
upon what management of the WAVpoolXDAO believes are reasonable 
assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will 
prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially 
from those anticipated in such statements. WAVpoolXDAO undertakes no 
obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or 
management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by 
applicable securities laws. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance 
on forward-looking statements. 
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Introduction 
SInce the beginning of time, the world's hardest problems for audio creators like 
musicians is they've often lacked the assurance their content, intellectual properties & 
legacies were wholly owned and protected by them for perpetuity. From the young, 
gifted & black musicians at the turn of the 20th century like Little Richard & Chuck Berry 
to modern day artists like TLC & Toni Braxton. Creators have often held the short end of 
the stick of ownership of their content & ultimately their legacy via shady contracts & 
ethically questionable management practices.  

With the traditional music listening mediums of vinyl, tape, and compact discs all but 
gone. New digital forms of music have all devalued the true worth of audio experiences 
with streaming platforms that disconnect the artists & fans for profit. Music has always 
been bootlegged, resold, and distributed for expensive costs to the artists, just to 
connect with consumers and fans that want to support. 

Enter WAVpoolX, the future of the social music economy for independent audio 
creators.    

Principles & Philosophy 

Market & The Problem 

The digitalization of music sales and consumption (and the introduction of streaming 
services) haven’t had the disruptive effect on the industry that many had hoped. Artists 
and fans face many of the same barriers from the same entities that serve neither of 
their best interests, having inserted themselves once again between the artists and their 
fans and channels of distribution. 

We believe the market is ready for a truly novel system that empowers them both. 
Blockchain technology offers solutions to many existing issues as well as innovative new 
ways for artists to distribute and monetize their music and connect with their fans, and 
we feel the DeSo blockchain is a perfect fit.  

Product & The Solution  

Our primary product is WAVpoolX, audio/visual NFT player; that exists in the form of a 
dApp (Decentralized Application) that will be tailor-made to showcase audio NFTs on 
the DeSo blockchain & beyond, in the best light. In order to ensure 

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1996-11-27-fi-3354-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1998-jan-31-fi-13915-story.html
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creators, retain ownership of their music and are able to see the activity of not 
just their own NFTs simply and clearly but any NFTs on the platform, we will 
provide “Smart License” NFTs as an “IP protection” formula for artists in 
licensing their music on-chain.  

The relationship between Creator & Fans will forever be changed in the years to 
come, with the advent of direct-to-consumer platforms for creators to showcase 
their content while nourishing a relationship consistently with fans, supporters & 
investors on-chain in decentralized communities.  

WAVpoolX aims to allow creators to harness the power of smart services in 
creating Smart License NFTs that will serve as permanent contract ledgers and to 
aggregate and analyze the data to produce “SmartCharts'.  

On-chain charting and playlisting removes the veil from streaming data and 
assures artists are compensated equally & rewarded fairly for the consumption 
and sales of their work on-chain. 
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Core Products & Solutions 

WAVpoolX - Audio & Visual NFT Player 

The WAVpoolX dApp will allow creators to mint their contracts, licenses, and 
digital assets on-chain, while unlocking the monetizing potential for fans, 
collectors and supporters to tip, comment, and purchase NFT’s directly from the 
creators. Streaming audio & visual NFT’s directly to users on web, mobile and 
metaverse applications allows for a truly immersive user experience with the 
content playable in 3D virtual & spatial audio environments.   

Users can earn $WAVZ, the in-dApp currency as rewards and exchange for 
$DeSo $ETH and other crypto. All just for listening to NFT’s and engaging 
through active voting in the dApp with engagement activities like tipping, 
commenting, liking and purchasing NFTs.
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Smart License NFTs 

Creators mint their own personal contracts & 
licenses from a wide range of template guides 
created for the owner to document binding 
documents of ownership. Ultimately any artist 
can wrap their NFT in an exclusive contract 
executable between two or more parties.   

The wide range of SMARTtemplates enable 
access to the fundamental streams of revenue 
for audio creators including but not limited to 
the following licenses:  

o Composition (Lyrics/Melody/Beat)
o Copyright Assignment
o Derivative Rights
o Film Score Composer Agreement
o General Contract Release
o Master Use License
o Mechanical Licensing
o Music Publishing Agreement
o Public Performance Licensing
o Publishing Administration Agreement
o Songwriter Split Sheets
o Synchronization Licensing
o And more…

Royalties and splits can be predetermined by the 
creator to allow for long-term secondary sales 
with proper allocations to the intended wallets. 
WAVpoolX charges a 5.555% fee on all 
transactions on the dApp to cover planning, 
maintenance, and operational costs. 
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SmartCharts 

The SmartCharts 500 is a constant, open & trustless 
report of the Top 500 Audio-Visual NFT Creators 
on-chain. This daily tally of likes, comments, tips 
and NFT purchases takes into account a creator’s 
increase of followers each week as well as that 
creator’s total contribution to the ecosystem via 
posts, comments, NFTs, and coin purchases.  

Each quarter creator candidates for the 
SmartCharts500 are awarded $WAVZ based on 
their placement on the charts. Each reward is 
automatically distributed after vote by the 
WAVpoolXDAO. Rewards are paid via 2.222% fee 
paid from all transactions on the dApp.  

Across all platforms, every user votes on the 
placement of music on the SmartCharts and earns 
to listen.  

The Annual SmartCharts NFT Awards will showcase 
the best artists in Decentralized Creator economies 
across Web3. With dozen of categories in Music, 
Audio and Multimedia experiences. Award winners 
will earn $WAVZ, perks, marketing opportunities 
and exchange benefits for staked NFTs and DAO 
coin holdings.  

WAVpoolXDAO 

The WAVpoolX dApp is a separate tool from the 
music advocacy DAO and it’s dApp portal on the 
WAVpoolX dApp. DAO members will hold a variety 
of tools for governance, security, and economy. Citizens of the DAO can 
communicate, vote, and propose on-chain.  
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WAVpoolXDAO Coins 

The launch of WAVpoolX will begin with the presale of FIRSTWAV NFTs. Each NFT 
will represent a set amount of coin available for presale participants at a 10% 
discount of the Founder’s fee. After presale, coins will be available at full price.  

Key Features:

▪ Open Proposals, Permissionless and Trustless Voting
▪ dApp Membership Upgrades + Perks for NFT Holders
▪ IRL + Metaverse Promotions, Marketing & Events for NFT Holders

2.2 million DAO Coins are minted at Launch. Future minting & burning will 
be decided by the DAO via proposal and formal vote on the dApp. 
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DAO Structure & Community 

Social Connect Spaces 

○ Discord
○ Connect.Club
○ Clubhouse
○ Entre (*DeWork)
○ Twitter

Special Event Spaces 

○ Astronation
○ DeSoverse
○ AltSpaceVR
○ Sandbox
○ VR Chat

Tokenomics (TBD) 

Bylaws, Mandates & Proposals (TBD) 

Capital Formation – Bonding Curve (TBD) 

Roadmap (TBD) 

Fundraising Directive (TBD) 
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The Founding Board, Partners & Advisors 
The Founding Team is comprised of an international collective of creators, musicians, entrepreneurs, 
and developers contributing to the blockchain for Music Advocacy. The areas of interest & governance 
extend from the Guilds of Finance, Public Affairs, Marketing, Operations and Legal in concert with our 
external Legal Counsel. The Founding Team falls into the Core Team, our Partners & Advisors as well as 
our Vetted Community of EarlyWAV supporters. The Founding Core Team will split 5.555% of all 
transaction fees.  

● Founder’s Club (Core Team)
○ DOZ (Strategic Planning, Product Champion)
○ Rhubarb (Strategic Planning, Community Relations)
○ TBD (Marketing & Promotions)
○ TBD (Finance & Treasury)
○ TBD (Tokenomics)
○ TBD (Decentralized Legal)
○ TBD (Development Lead, Frontend)
○ TBD (Development Lead, Backend)

● Founding Advisor’s Club (Partners & Advisors)
○ Supernovas.App (Ras & Mikaela)
○ OpenProsper (Salil)
○ DeSoverse (GDS)
○ DeSoLabs + DeSo.Ninja (Kanshi)
○ ArtXByXCity (Jim Toth + Slava)
○ Seelz (SirGuy)

● Founding Creator’s Club (Vetted Community)

Conclusions 
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DISCLAIMERS 
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: 

The information provided in this document and the corresponding website does 
not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other 
sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. 
WAVpoolXDAO does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, 
sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your 
financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing 
WAVpoolXDAO coin (WAVpool) or any other project on the DeSo blockchain, you 
agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold 
the WAVpoolXDAO harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 
You also agree that the WAVpoolXDAO is presenting the coins “as is” and is not 
required to provide any support or services.  

You should have no expectation of any form from WAVpoolXDAO and its board 
members. Although WAVpoolXDAO coin and all the other coins launched via 
WAVpoolXDAO's coin are EXPERIMENTAL coins for social experiment and not a 
digital currency, WAVpoolXDAO strongly recommends that United States persons 
do not purchase it because the WAVpoolXDAO cannot ensure compliance with 
United states regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with 
your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 

RISK DISCLOSURE:  

Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts & smart-
services. Please use at your own risk. WAVpoolXDAO is not a registered broker, 
analyst, or investment advisor. Everything that we provide on this site is purely 
for guidance, informational and educational purposes. All information contained 
herein should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any 
liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such 
information or services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading 
done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to 
lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor before 
making any investment decisions. 
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COIN DISTRIBUTION DISCLAIMER 

To any and all prospective holders, purchasers, assignees, or transferee (“You” or 
“Your”, as applicable) of the WAVpoolXDAO coins, WAVPoolX DRC-420 
(“WAVpoolXDAO Coins”), by your participation in the relevant coin distribution 
and interaction with the materials herein and with the WAVpoolXDAO coins 
themselves, You acknowledge Your understanding and agreement with the 
disclaimers herein: 

You represent and warrant You are not: (i) in violation of any laws relating to 
economic sanctions, anti-money laundering, or anti-corruption; (ii) restricted or 
prohibited in dealings by a global sanctions authority (including but not limited to 
the Security Council of the United Nations, the European Union, or the U.S. Office 
of Foreign Assets and Control) (a "Sanctions Authority"), (iii) a citizen of or 
domiciled in a jurisdiction where it would be illegal according to Applicable Law 
for you to access or use the WAVpoolXDAO Services or WAVpoolXDAO SWAP 
Trading Platform; (iv) a citizen of or domiciled in (at any time) a country 
sanctioned by a Sanctions Authority including, but not limited to, Cuba, Iran, 
Syria, North Korea, and the Crimea region of Ukraine; (iv) located, incorporated 
or otherwise established in the United States of America (including its territories 
and dependencies, any state of the United States and the District of Columbia) 
and not a “U.S. Person” as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 
1933, as amended; or (v) intending to transact with any restricted jurisdiction. 

WAVpoolXDAO has undertaken commercially reasonable screening measures, to 
the extent possible in a distribution performed by a decentralized exchange and 
accompanying DAO, to prevent any excluded persons or jurisdictions from 
participating in the sale, but as an additional measure relies upon Your 
representation that You are not excluded from participation in accord with the 
foregoing. If WAVpoolXDAO determines that you are accessing the Services or 
the Trading Platform from any restricted jurisdiction or have given false 
representations as to your location of incorporation, establishment, citizenship, 
or place of residence, WAVpoolXDAO reserves the right to close any of your 
WAVpoolX affiliated accounts immediately and liquidate any open positions. 
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In addition, you agree that you will not knowingly transfer WAVpoolXDAO coins 
to any person described in clause (iv) above. 

Definitions 

In these Terms:

“Applicable Law” means all civil and common laws, statutes, subordinate 
legislation, treaties, regulations, directives, decisions, by-laws, ordinances, 
circulars, codes, orders, notices, demands, decrees, injunctions, resolutions, rules 
and judgments of any government, quasi-government, statutory, administrative, 
or regulatory body, court, agency, or association by which any member of 
WAVpoolXDAO or you are bound in any jurisdiction applicable to the receipt or 
performance of the Services.  

 “Services” means websites, applications and any services provided by 
WAVpoolXDAO. 

 “Trading Platform'' means the trading platform on WAVpoolX.io and 
subdomains, mobile applications, APIs and other media owned by WAVpoolXDAO 
relating to the trading platform. 

https://wavpoolx.io/
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01

02

03

DAO’s collect and promote NFT’s. 
Independent DAO’s can curate unique 
talent pools of affiliated Audio NFT Artists 
via DAO specific Pools (i.e.; Collectives & 
Record Labels). 

All Likes, Diamonds & NFT sales data 
populates WAVpoolX’s SmartCharts and 
fuels rewards & awards for the top creators.

DAO Coins & 
Web 3 Layered Promotions

Music NFT’s curated into Discovery Pools 
for accessibility & virality. The more an 
NFT gets likes, user pools are curated to 
view a range of NFTs based on metadata 
traits. Users earn $WAVz to listen & vote 
for their favorite audio NFT creators.

Discovery & Curation
Music NFT’s Minted & Licensed for Web 2 + 

Web 3 Ownership by Music Artists & Creators.

Artists own 100% control of Smart Licenses, 
Service Royalties & Coin Holder Rewards.  

Licensing & Ownership

The WAVpoolX Audio + Visual NFT player is 
available for use on Web, Mobile & 

OpenXR Metaverses. 

Likes & Diamonds from social engagement 
creates smart charting data from active users & 
DAO pools to coalesce into the contenders for 

the Annual SmartCharts NFT Awards. 

Drop-In Audio NFT Player
& SmartCharts 

04

Pillars of WAVpoolX
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1 Our WAVPoolX drop-in audio experience for Web, Mobile & Metaverse will 
feature the premiere social tipping & NFT features of the DeSo blockchain. 
This means artist’s music can be self-monetized via Diamonds (/$DeSo) or the 
music they tie in utility & merch opportunities to NFT purchases.

A Drop-In Audio NFT Experience for Web 3

2 As a Decentralized Autonomous Organization, our DAO coin will represent a 
tool for Music Advocates to govern the path of Advocacy, Acquisition & 
Promotion. This will include special events, marketing & continuous app 
development, as well as special airdrops & promotions for DAO citizens.

A DAO for Music Advocacy

3 The SmartCharts analytics tool will allow for revolutionary metadata collection & 
reporting for the “SmartCharts 500” an OpenProsper list featuring the top Audio NFT 
artists by Likes, Diamonds, NFT sales and more. Rewards, Coin Offerings and NFTs 
can be awarded to chart toppers on a continuous basis.

A SmartCharts Analytics Tool for Music & Art

4 Thanks to the powerful & solid DeSo blockchain community. Creators, fans & investors 
can interact daily via social platforms like Supernovas.app or by immersing into one of 
the many metaverses that extend from the Web2 to Web3 models of community 
engagement (i.e.; Discord, Entre, Clubhouse, DeSoverse and AstroNation).

A Community of Creators, Fans & Investors

WHAT IS WAVpoolX ?
The future of music creators, fans, and investors…on the blockchain.

The foundation of WAVPoolX allows for innovation in the Music creation market. Enabling not only the music creators a vehicle
and toolset to empower their supporters, but also reinvigorates the relationships at the intersection of fan, investor & creator.
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THE WAVpoolX STREAMING NFT ECOSYSTEM
BUILT ON DESO WITH ARWEAVE INTEGRATION

Our goal… to connect consumers, fans and investors with community through Web3 

technology & strategic partnerships with independent musicians, creatives and metaverses 

while increasing discoverability and driving more business to independent audio creators 

through trustless innovation and Web3 monetization.

• A robust audio-visual streaming app for Music NFTs throughout Web3.

Offering flex ibi l ity, discovery & monetization for Creators.

• Stream, Tip, Buy & Bid on Music NFTS in real-time direct with the Artist.

• All with a social media feed for comments & feedback from real listeners.

• Build a catalog & support your favorite artists by owning their NFTs as they

climb the “Smart Charts 500” via likes. tips & following…

BPM 83%

Artist 73%

DAO Pool

73%Music Styles

60%

The key functions of WAVPoolX. Metadata Curation Areas

For listening & curating your Music NFT collection…
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https://WAVpoolX.io

Drop-In Audio/
Visual Player & 
Curated Playlists

Intelligent 
Recommendations

Tips, Buy Now 
& NFT Auctions

Smart Licenses &
Contract Services

Product 
Walkthroughs & 

Monthly Showcases

Decentralized 
Storage & 

Expansive Perks

Our Official Website
Welcome to WAVpoolX.io  Curate your pool of music here!

WAVPoolX allows for Web 3 music streaming while monetizing unique NFTs on the blockchain. 
Empowering artists, their fans & decentralized autonomous organizations in the metaverse...
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Subscription Model

Fan Vibes
Creator Vibes

Pro-Creator Vibes
DAO Records Vibes

• 10 Pools (Playlists)

• (1) User Profile

• Unlimited Follows, Likes & 

Diamonds

$10/USD in $DeSo/per Month $35/USD in $DeSo/per Month
$50/USD in $DeSo/per Month 

$100/USD in $DeSo/per Month

• 30 Pools (Playlists)

• (1) Creator Profile

• Creator Spotlight(s)

• On-Chain Storage for 

Licenses & Contracts

• All Fan Vibe Perks

• 50 Pools (Playlists)

• (1) Pro-Creator Profile w/ 

Visualizer

• Free Lazy NFT Minting

• All Creator Vibe Perks

• Unlimited Pools (Playlists)

• (10) Creator Profiles w/ 

Visualizers

• All Pro Creator Vibe Perks for (10) 

Profiles 

• Exclusive Metaverse & IRL 

Promotional Spots

• DAO Coin - Governance Features

The WAVpoolX dApp is available to all DeSo identities for FREE, though our subscription model 
allows the potential for a powerful audio-visual community-based monetization platform.
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ROADMAP TO V1
What’s the WAV? To continuously seek Web3 excellence for Music Advocacy

PHASE FOUR

PHASE THREE

PHASE TWO

PHASE ONE
Q1 – Launch Website: 
WAVpoolX.io

Q2 – Launch DAO Coin: 
Initial Coin Offering

Q3 – SmartCharts & 
Visualizer Launch

Q4 – Metaverse Drop-In 
App & OpenXR Launch

March 31st, 2022

June 1st, 2022

September 1st, 2022

December 20th , 2022
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Stage 1: Presale NFTs

Stage 2: Initial Coin Offering

Stage 3: Partnerships + VC 

Stage 4: Sponsorships 

FUNDRAISING GOALS: Year One
What we need to build something great!

July 1st, 2022 - $50,000

December 20th, 2022 -$103,000

September 1st, 2022 - $75,000

As a DAO, to build out our roadmap of dApp features, we’ll need to build 
a healthy community of creators, collectors and investors alike. 

GOAL: $378,000.00 USD

March 1st, 2023 – $150,000

Benchmarks:
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Cost of Item/Service Founder’s Contribution Pro-Bono

General Startup (Legal) $15,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00

Business Insurance $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00

Business License 
(State/Federal) $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $0.00

Office Equipment $7,500.00 $7,500.00 $0.00

Marketing & Branding $50,000.00 $15,000.00 $0.00

Tech/App Development $150,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00

Accounting (CPA) $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $0.00

Founding Team - Salaries $150,000.00 $2,000.00 $148,000.00

Total Start Up Costs $378,000.00 $50,000.00 $0.00

START UP COSTS
YEAR ONE
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A whole world of 3D Virtual Galleries featuring NFT artists of all

backgrounds; 3D/2D, visual, music and live performances.

https://diamondapp.com/u/GDvirtualgalleries

The DeSoverse by GDS
The virtual reality world where you can interact in real-time with

other inhabitants of an endless star system.

https://astronation.world

AstroNation

OUR METAVERSE PARTNERS
Where are dApp provides the soundtrack for your vibes and immersive VR/XR experiences…

https://diamondapp.com/u/GDvirtualgalleries
https://astronation.world/
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We are great, because we are many…

Supernovas combines a decentralized social media network 

with a multi-chain NFT marketplace to offer the ultimate NFT 

platform for creators and collectors – with discovery and 

distribution baked right into the platform and built to scale up 

to 1 billion users.

Powered by

The decentralized social network for Web3.

Mint NFT’s with file sizes larger than 
anywhere in Web3. With 200mb file 
limit you can even mint videos & 3D 
objects.

Simple NFT Minting & 
Community DAO01
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We are great, because we are many…

Advanced DeSo creator insights and analytics. Get DeSo creator 

coin price, coin holders, wallet, founder reward, and social 

interaction insights and provides the most advanced creator and 

community intelligence platform for decentralized social media 

blockchain. 

Powered By

Advanced Creator 
Search01 DeSo Block 

Explorer02 DeSo World 
Intelligence03 Diamond 

Calculator04

Promoting decentralized creator commerce.



13STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
We are great, because we are many…

The Art By City community governs development of the Art By 

City protocol, dApps, and tools artists will need to take control 

of their Web3 experience.

Powered by

Upload Zip files of All Digital Assets 
including Licenses & Hi Res files 
directly to the blockchain. Add GIF or 
JPEG cover art and share with the 
world.

Atomic NFT Minting01 All files minted directly into 
ARWeave for data permeance. 

ARWeave Integration02 Mint NFT’s with file sizes 
larger than anywhere in 
Web3. Unlimited file limit you 
can even mint videos.

Unlimited File Size03 Easy one click-minting process with 
customized royalty allocations per 
mint.

Publishing to Permaweb04

The Artist’s Permaweb
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The design & community resources invested into the 
initial conception, administration and management of 
the WAVPoolXDAO intellectual property.

Human Capital & Intellectual Property

Continuous Resources have been spent on the 
research & design of tools; methodology, processes 
& formulas herein referred to as “WAVPoolX IP”. 

Research & Design

The technical and logistic management of the 
WAVPoolX IP as it relates to continuous improvement 
& reconciliation between DAO objectives, enhanced 
user experience & long term retention.

App Development

PAST PURCHASES
What have we done to get this far?

60%

15%

25%

Total Expenses To Date: $27,744
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“Coming together is the beginning… with music & the blockchain, 
we can begin to explore new worlds full of soundscapes we believe 
in while supporting those that create them…” - DOZ



16GET IN TOUCH WITH US
Catch the WAV…

Info & Support: founders@WAVpoolX.io

On Another Planet

Visit: WAVpoolX.io

mailto:founders@WAVpoolX.io
https://www.wavpoolx.io/
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